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Answer The Following Questions

1· a) Derive the condition required for stable biasing of the transistor.
circuit shown in figure (1-a).

b) The Zener diode used in the regulator circuit of figure (1- b) has
the following data: Izk =1 mA , rzM = 540 mA , rz =3 ohms and

(ViT15 volts at IzT=160 mAl .Deterrnlne the output voltageVout at

IZk and at rzM then, determine the minimum value of RLthat can, be ~~~q.
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2· a) - Derive the 'condition required for stable operatinq point of the
transistor circuit shown in figure (2,) .

b) Derive' an',expression for the output' y:oltage'of the operational
, amplifier 'circuit In fig~r~J3..;j • then determine .the value of Rp 'which

.rnake !he output voltage' equal. the average 'value of the input vQIJ~g,es.

, 3 _ a) Derive an expression for, the voltage gain of the inverting operational

amplifier., ,
b) Determine the .overall minimum and maximum gain' of the two stage

amplifier circuit shown in figure (4). where R1 == R3 = 33 K,

- R2 = R4 = 8.2 K , RC,'l = RC2 = 3.3,K • R~ 1K .. RE1=',60 , +
RE2 = 0 To 940, ohm & ~dc'= ~ =175

/, figure (4-)
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4 a) Derive an expression for the
.operational amplifier.

b) The transistor in figure (4-b) has the, following maximum ratings:

V CE(max) = 25 V , I c (max) = 200 mA , PO(max) = 0.5 W . Determine the

maximum value to which Vcc can be adjusted without exceeding a

- rating .which rating would be exceeded first?

VOltage gain of the non - inverting






